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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Sonve cluudsness - and continued quite
warm and humai today, tonight and Thursday. With isolated thundershowers near
thee mountains,

II
II1
" 44 • " t .c,

22 Min i
26-7•28.
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YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0 In E NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

Murray, Kentuckys Wednesday Afternoon, June 23, 1948

GRADE SCHOOLS,
Telephone Rate
NOT HIGH SCHOOLS
Increase Announced NEED TEACHERS
In MurrayForJulv16
An increase in telephone rates.-announced today by J M.
4dellilister. Kentucky manager of
the Southern Belt Telephone Co.
The new ac.tiedule of rates has
been filed with the Public Service
Commission to bacume effective
saJaity he wider the penvistorts oft
•
aas
• state statutes.
McAlister said that the re-piic.
-Joel Eli Martin Bishop, 73, died
ing of set-Niue is required to meet
today's costs and assure a finan- cif a sudden heart attack Moncially -sound company capable of day at theaherne of his daughter
rendering the kind of service Ken- Mrs. Jim Simenons,.• on Hazel
, route.
tucky needs and wants.
Funeral services were held TueHe revealed that the Company's
activities for continued good and sday afternoon at 2:00 o'cliseic at
expanded service have required the Providence Methodist church
expenditures of about $20,000.000 under the direction of Rev. A. (;.
for construction., of new facilities Childress and Bro. C. L. Page.
in the 2 1-2 years since January Burial was in the Providence cem1, 1946, and that an additional $50,- etery.
Survivors include three daugh000.000 of new construction will be
required in the next few years. ters. Mrs Simmons, Mrs Charles
The State Manager emphasized, Adams of Almo route I, and Mrs.
however, that continuing this m- Treamon Olives of Hazel route 2,
provemant and expansion work and three grandchildren.
The Paul Daily' funeral . home
depends ueon- the Company's careings being sufficient to attract was in charge of arrangements
the necessary new capitals., sr
The telephone rates in effect
Kentucky today are the emergency
rates established 'by the Public
Service Commission last year after
Southern Bell had requested only
The Friendship Church of Christ
partial relief on an emergency
• hails r The emergency rates were will have its annual Homecoming
not intended or expected to pro- Day Sunday. June 27.
There will be Sunday school and
vide the earnings needed for a
sound telephone company capable regulate services in the Morning
e of ("attenuate on with good and de- and strurtng in the afternoon DinMcAlister ner will he served during the neon
pendable 'Service. Mr
hour. All friends ail the church
said.
are invited to attend.
.
riu
t adequate
It was pointed...6;t
W83

JOEL BISHOP
BURIED TUESDAY
AT PROVIDENCE

riendship Church
Plans Services

interest of
--eartatstesa -week In
4 the best service. Said
r. McAllsI ter: _"Tiala state It one of the f
growilig. and in 'order to keep.
pace, a progressive state like Kentucky
requires continued
good
service, constantly improved, kept
modern and enlarged in keeping
with nerds an the state This can
be accomplished only if our rates
are such ai will bear all the cos7s.
including adequate ewer-lir:ma-to attract the necessary capital "
In commenting on the new rates,
Mr 0 Brown manager of the
Murray °Mee'stated that the tele% phone exchanges in the state haee
been grouped according to the
!lumber of telephones available for
without
local
connection
toll
charge and a rate schedule 'established for such group to apply to
all exchanges of the group. Mr.
Brown stated that the new monthly rates for exehani es in this area
are:
New
Ole
Business One Party
$6(k)
$525
E•Laia4•311i
,Two Petty
5.25
4,50
'Business Rural
325
2.00

WORT
.
HY OF
ViCTORY,HOOVER
TELLS REPUBLICANS

WASHING ON. Rine 23 (UPiHigh schools generally should be
able to get all the new teeshers
they need for this month's crop of
college and university graduates.
But grade schools are going to
find thins as bad as ever-if not
We rse.
This is the trend indicated in an
infurmal nationwida survey conducted by the U. S Office of Education. The office suggests two
isostibie remedies:
I. Equal pay and prestige for all
teaching jobs and
kindergarten
through high school.
2. More vocational guidance to
get additional teachers into the
grades where the jobs are.
Because of record birthrates during and after the war; the elementary school popularity (grades one
through eighth 'is going to remain
high for several years, edusators
point Out. At the same time, the
supply of elementary school teachers is continuingatoAtili far short
of the need.
DYNAMITE-LADEN RIGHT-Jeney Joe Walcott displays his
'powerful right arm, which he hopes will wrest the heavyColleges and unle
- riewiti _sin -41
states turned out about 54.000 tenek„, weight championship from Joe Louis when they meet at
ers this spring compared with,50,Yankee Stadium, New York, on Wednesday night. Walcott
858 in 1941 and 34.071 of them are
paused during training at Grenloch, N. J. to show off his
trained for high school teaching
lethal right'.
Fewer than 20.000 are headed for
grade school classrooms where twothirds of the teachers normally
should be.
What's more. only slightly more
than half of these new elementary
teachers have had the four years
of college training which eklucators gene-rally advocate.
About 6,000 of the teachers who
are about to enter grade school
The flag at Murray State College qua. S-Sgt Wells died while a
work have had two years of post - flew at half mist yesterday in priaioner of war in Tokyo on April
high school training. Some 1,900 honor of S-Sgt Carl T Wells.
12, 1945. He was a radar operator
have only one year in addition to a former studant from Portageville, with the air force and bailed out
high school work.
Mo.
over Japan.
The
prospective
high
school
Wells enrolled at literray State
A letter was received by college
teachers in some teseeialittess mhy 'officials from Carl 1'. Wets. Sr.. Sesikernber 19.1938. After two and
run into job-hunting problems. stating that the death of his son one-half years he left college to
There is a growing surplus of teeth- had been established by the U S. join the armed forces.
mst in antirluilism and physical edu- Army Wells had been listed as a Murray State yester(by ddEsd
cation
missing since the war with Japan. the 51st gold star to their sec.
Art is another crowded field - , According to the army communr- vice flag
both industrial and with. s capital
4." The high schools also have
hist about all the teachers they
need of such subjects as English,
mathematics, history and foreign
languages.
On the other hand, teachers of
home economics are so badly needMurray this- time reports will be given
A recent meeting at
ed that educational groups and institutions are campaigning to get State College was attended by .15 by the committee members which
are expected to pc of great value
girls to go into this field.
Much „ interest
teachers
county
to the county school system
But the big and continuing de
mend is fir competent teachers _ was shown in regard to the schools
-The program we have started."
both men and women -to instruct for next year, said Prentice LAS- said Lassiter. " can not be carried
county
superintendent of on unless all work togeiher If
si ter.
youngsters in their three R's.
schools.
the children are to get the best.
There are four standing com- we. as administrators, teachers and
mittees for Calloway county, Mr. parents must unite our efforts"
Lassiter
explained
These arc:
NOTICE
NEW YORK, June 23 (UP)- Social and enatural Improvement,
The Murray W 0. W. Camp
Because uf rain. the 20th Century Healthful Living. Econornid EffiDemocratic Living 592 will hold their regular meeting
Club today postponed the .1oe ciency and
Louis-Jersey Joe Walcott heavy- Each committee has about 15 mem- Thursday evening. June 24. at 8.00
weight title fIgnt Yankee Stadium bers selected_ IQ that each county (e'clock at the W. 0 W. hall on
until tomorrow night- It had been high school is represented in each Main Street.
group by at least one memberInflation ceremonies will be conscheduled for tonight
Another meeting is scheduled ducted after the business session.
If additional postponements are
necessary. Friday night and Sat- for 10 00 a•m • Friday, July 16. At All Woodmen are invited

Officials Hope '\1
Stage Calloway 9r,46%ity
Fair In City Pik

'Present Plans Include New
FUNERAL sERvicEs
;imp TUESDAY FOR Attractions, Rides, Stands
MRS. CLEAVER
Funeral services were held at
2:00 o'clock Tuesday afternoon for
Mrs. Alice Cleaver, 86 who died
at her home- near Almo Sunday
afternoon at 4:30.
Mrs. Cleaver was a member of
the Almo Church of Christ where
the services were conducted by
Rev George Long. Burial was in
the Trea aaan cemetery. Grandsons acted as pallbearers.
Survivors include three daughters,' Mrs. Ike Griffin and Mrs
George Linn of Murray, Mrs 'Alta
Johnson. Bruceton, Tenn.; two sons
Hoyt and Everett Cleaver Almo
Route 1: two sisters, Mrs Duncan
Cain, Mayfield. RoUte 5. Mrs Bell
Loney, Evansville, Ind three brothers. Willie Gream. Missouri. Edley
Gream Mayfield. Roy Gream. Tennessee; 30 grandeeddren and 15
great grandchildren.
The Ray Linn funeral home was
in charge of arrangements.

Death Of Murray Studen
Established By U.S. Army

PHILADELPNIA, June 23. (UP)
--There were tears in the old man's
eyes
It had been a night Of triumph
such as few meh have known
The country's only living expresident had given the Republican national convention its first
big emotional themp
And at the end, as the 15.000
delegates and spectators reverently
sang "My Country 'Tis of Thee."
Herbert Hoover stirred, too, and
his tears glistened In flood lights.
Mr Hoover spoke for 23 minutes.
He was interrtipted by applause
23 times But it was not oratorical flourish or clever phrase or
ringing tones that made the delegates applaud.
The speeker seemed to be talking to their minds. He was telling
what they must do and what they
Residence One Party $300
$2.50 must not do.
Residence TwoParty 250
200 • Mr Weaver ended hie speech by
Residence Font' Party 225
175 urging the Republicans 'to make
urday night are available at the
Residence Rural
2.00
1.50 yourselves worthy of the victory."
stadium
Sol Strauss. acting promoter.
slid he did not believe the pastronement hurt the gate, which lie
sxpects to approach., $1,000,000.000.
This is the first postponement
of a heavyweight title fight since
the IsouiteTommy Farr bout, stagUnited States Air Force took over ed at the stadium on Aug 30. 19FRANKFURT. June 23 UThr
the main job of supplying some 5.000 American troops and dependents a7, was delayed four days because
of rain.
in Berlin yesterday.
Another weigh-in will not • be
A fleet of C-47's and B:17's made 40 flights to Berlin. They carried
necessary, regardless of how long
100 passengers and 900 tons of suppiies.
the bout is deferred The post, Army authorities said a small amount of civil freight traffic from
ponement was announced shortly
Heflin Th athe west continued to get through, but eastboand road traffic
`after today's weigh-in at which
was virtually stopped.
lame scaled 213 1-2 pounds the
The Russians closed the zonal border to all German mail trucks.
heaviest of his career and Walcott
hod registered 194 3-4.

LIVING COSTS
CONTINUE RISING

County Teachers Meet
ToDiscussNew Program

Fight Postponed

International Situation in Brief
Air Force Takes Over Supply Job

Berlin Thrown Into-Confusion
BERLIN. June.23 (UP)-The dispute between Russia'and the western powers over currency reform threw Berlin into confusion today.
In swift succession there were these developments:
1, Russia directed that Soviet currency reform be extended to all
Perlin. inclfhling Oki settors of the city under American, licitisir -and
Trench control.
2. The western powers reacted by declaria- the Russian order null
and void in their sectors, and announcing that the currency reform
which introduced the new Deutschemark in the western•zones last Sunday would be extended to their sectors of the German capital.
3. An apparently, communist-inspired demonstrations was staged at
the Berlin. City Hall, in the Soviet sector, the demonstrators disrupting
a scheduled Meeting of the Berlin City Assembly with demands that
only one currency -that backed by the Soviet Union-be used.
• •
-4

PRODU

CHICAGO, June 23 (UP)__Pro
duce: Poultry: 23 trucks, hens steady,
chickens weak
Hens 3. Leghorn
hens 28 1-2, hybrid hens 30. colored
fusers 39, Plymouth Rock broilers
36.isehite Rock broilers 36. cohered
broilers 36; White Rock tprings 46,
colored springs 43.
Cheese: Twins 45 1-2 to 46 3 4,
single daisies 48 1-2 to 51; Swiss 60
to 62
Butter: 906,536 pounds, the mar
ket steady 93 wore al, 112 score
90 score 75
78 Carloti.90 score 79,'99
TEL AVIV, June 23 (UM -Foreign Minister Moshe
score 77.
Eggs: (Browns and White mixed)
today that civil strife touched off by Irgun Zvai Leumi dissidents had
plunged the-fledgling State of Israel Into an "internal crisis, the serious- 21,448 cases, the market steady.
Extras 70 to 80 per cent A 46 1-2 to
ness Of which cannot be minimized."
47 1-2, extras 60 to 70 per rent A 43
'The government bent every effort to stave off the threat' of civil
to 45 standards 41 to,42• current
war.
receipts 39 1-2, checks 25'
1.-1.2.

;Israel Has Internal Strife
h.

Vol. XX; No. 7
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The Calloway Ceunty Fair. scheduled for August 18-19. 20. will be
held in the city park this yeataiirf
present plans work out, A. Carmen.
president of the board of directors.
announced this - morning.
Last year the fair was held at
Grower's Loose
Leaf floor on
East Main street. All exhibits were
housed under the one rite!. and the
livestock show was ,also held in
the tobacco barn.
One of the main reasons for attempting to change the location -Of
the fair, said Carman, is the extreme heat in this part of the coun-

LIVESTOCK
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK•
YARDS. Ill., June 23 4,UP) I.USDA).
__Livestock:
Hogs 8.200: salable 7s500; .weights
below 240 lbs strong to 25c higher:
heavier kinds up more; spots 50c
higher., /op 2875. equals year's
peak price paid in January. Bulk
180-230 lbs 28 25 to mostly 28.50:
240-270 lbs 775.0 to 28.25: 280-300
lbs 25.75 to 27.50: few has 350 to
450 lbs., 23 to 25. 160 to 170 lbs
26.50 to 27725; 130 to 150 lbs 24.25 to
2826: 100 to 120 lbs 21 to 23.25.
Sows strong. to 2k higher_a_Zt50
to 23. with a few at 23_25.

In the psist. said Carman.'t-there
have been many complknts in regard to lack of entertairMent facilities- and lack of attractions for fair
goers. It has been charged that
people spend a few minutes looking-saver exhibits-end- then- have
nothing more to do 'so they go
WASHINGTON, June 23. (UP
.Cattle 3 100; salable 2.500: calf home. This year fail, officials hope
-The cost of living hit a new all- receipts 1.500. all salable. Light to have plenty of things going on
time high last May IS, the labor supply of cattle 'finding somewhat that will be of interest to young
department reported today
moderately active inquiry. Hardly and old as long as they wish to
In its regular monthly summarS
,
a dozen loads of steers here.
: these stay on the fair greuncts.
of the retail price situation, the mostly medium to good
Several
Although the primary purpose of
department said consumer prices lots fully stady at 30 to 35.50; some a fair is to stimulate interest in
jumped 0 TeVer cent between mid' common and low medium light good agriculture, livestock breedApril and mid-May
weights 2650; medium to good heif- ing, dairying. homemaking and
Although the department has no ers and mixed yearlings 26 to 33: various other phases. Carman pointaccurate figures on retail prices approximately 1-2 of receipts madel ed out, a fair should also be a plaoe
since May IS. indications are that up of cows_ these active and fully where people can come to have
living costs have continued to rise. steady.' Canners and cutters 14 501 good old-fashioned fun.
Mayor George Hart said today
On May 15. the department said. to 17.50: common and medium 18
retail prices were 729 per cent to 21: bulls steady; medium to gond that there would be no objection
higher than the 1939 average and, 22 to 2350; vealers steady. good and! to using the city park as a she for
nearly 30 per cent above June! choice 24 to 27; common and medi- the county fair as far as he is concerned. "That's what the part is
1946. when most price controls urn 15 to 24.
Sheep 1.100; sainble 1,000; all for," he declared.
were abandoned
Carman said that a special meetAccording to the department, re- kinds steady. Good and choice
tail prices went up 1 4 per cent spring lambs 29 to 30: top 31 spar- ing of the board of directors would
between mid-April and Mid-May: ingly: considerable sprinkling -de- be called in the very near future to
clothing increased 06 per cent; sirable kinds 25 to 28: thro,wouts -work out the details for a bigger
rents were 03 per cent higher and down to 20 -and below: scattered and better fair this year .at the
fuel prices rose 0.8 per cent. Only small lots medium to good snative city park. He also expressed apdecreased
in clipped lambs 23 171 27; load ot me- preciation to the manager of the
house furnishings
pekoe.. They averaged 06 per cent dium grade Texas clips vet sold. Grower's Loose Leaf floor for maklower on May 15 than a month Medium to good slaughter ewes ing the tobacco barn available to
8.50 to 10.
the Fair Association in the past.
earlier

First-Ballot Nomination Predicted For Dewey If
Present Trend Continues; Green Joins Opposition
CONVENTION HALL.- PHILAGreen's announcement, however.' mg for an internationalist foreign' putting its candidates in nomina.
DELPHIA, June 23 (UP)-Gov- made it plain that Dewey still has polissy, extension of civil- rights, lion.
Dwight H. Green today joined slop- a fight on his hands. And the stop- fedelial economy and re:Jilted taxes.1
Dewey forces- at this Republican Dewey campaigners were trying to and a finish fight asainst Corn'
convention by throwing the bulk thing up ways of making it tougher. mumsm
Then it recessed until
PHILADELPHIA, June 23. UP
of his Illinois delegation to Sen.
The generals in this campaign 9 p.m. EDT.
are Taft. Harold E. Stassereof MinRobert A. Taft.
Taft, Stassen, and . Miff met this - Sen. Robert A. Taft, Ohio, said
The Dewey bandwagon was gath nesota. and Gov. James H. Duff of morning and called another secret today that a delegate from Gov
ering speed, however, and support- Pennsylvania. They met- twice to- session this afternoon in their effort Thomas Fa Dewey's home state
. make one .( f
era of the New York governor day at secret strategy-planning con' to agree on a candidate to beat of New York will
four
presidential
seconding
claimed that an early ballot earni- ferences
Dewey.
They were trying hard to get •Taft said their main purpose was speeches for the Ohioan at the
nation.is certain and a first ballot
victory possible. Voting for a GOP recruits. They invited Gov. Earl to give each, delegation plenty of Republican convention tonight.
Taft refused to name the deleWarren of California and Gov. time to pick and choose among the
presidential saandidatg. starts to
morrow mointng.
Kim arigler of Michigan to attend candidates without being strum gate- Since all of New York's 97
Green. the convention's keynote •an
ernoon meeting, but only peeled- The Ohioan predicted his Voles are pledged tir Dewey, a
and temporary chairman, is the 56. Sigler shoWed up. Spokesmen for own victe--:, on the third or fourth defection of one of them to Taft
would make considerable convenvote Illinois deleaatron's favorite Warren. whose 53-vote California ballot
son candidate Asathe stop-Dewey delegation is pledged to vote for
the 'anti-Dewey tion news.
Stassen
said
The platform was presented to
forces planned their strategy, Green him 'indefinitely." said he did people were determined to make
the fifthasassion of the convention
annotinced:
nnt plan to go to the conference
It an open convention.
shall release the Illinois deleSialer is for Senate President ArDuff asserted -There is a def- by Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge Jr..
gation after the first ballot. and thur H Vandenberg for president. inite jelling and a growing anti- Massachusetts, chaireiserr--nt.
‘
the
Illinois will vote'for Taft."
resolutions committee
He will put his name formally be- Dewey sentiment."
Taft supporters did not, how- fore the convention at tonight's
Lodge
said
the
committee
The stop-Dewey crowd was tryever, claim all 56 Illinois votes But darn ina ttng session.
ing to get Gov Kim Sigler of Mich- "thinks It's the shortest Republican
they asserted the Ohioan would get • Since the convention started there igan and Gov. Earl Warren of Cal- platform ever written and we alsb
50 of them.
think it says a mouthful. It is unr
have been rumors of deals between ifornia to join forces with them.
-Dewey, himself. was "very hap- Taft and Stasern and between Van•
meanwhile, announced der 2,000 wards long; it contains
py" over several of the day's de- denberg end Stessen. Asked wheth- that he would put Senate President more than 80 separate tdeint-- "-velopments-notably nesse announce- er any deal of any kind actually Arthur H. Vandenberg openly into
He said "we submit it as a
ments of support among the New is in the 'making, Sigler replied:
the presidential eeriest by deliver- fcrrthright, forward-looking guide
Jersey and Missouri delegatiens.
"I clOn't know anything about it." ing a speech formally nominating to the American future."
"I am not predicting anything eXThe
convention,
meanwhife, him tonight. Heretofore Vandencept thj• nomination," Dewey told wound up the last bit of business berg has contented himself with a
CONVENTION HALL, Philadelrepofters. Then he added. "I cer- before the nominating oratory gets dark horse role.
phia, June 23. (UP)-The GOP
tainly would not discourage it on going
tonight. It
unanimously
The convention was rolling rap- national convention' adopted unthe second ballot."
adopted a campaign platform call- idly toward the big business of animously a party platform today

Convention Foothotes

calling for an internationalist feeeign policy, new civil right guaran;
tees and a finish fight against
Communism

PHILADELPhIA. /tine 23 (UP)
-.Harold E Stasairt conferred with
Sen Robert A. Tait for an hoar.
today and reported that a program
is developing that will lead to an
open nernination
of, the 'next
president" by this Republican convention.
The former Minnestita Go
'
vernor,
still fighting for the too place on
the Republican ticket said there
was -very strong rasentment developing among all delegations'
to the tacties adopted by Gov.
Thomas E 'Deseey of New York in
his deal wth the Grundy machine
of Pennsylvania"
"The continuation of the 'tactics
of the last 24 hours will prejudice the chances of the RepubliCana
to beat Truman in November." Stassen told a press conference.

PHILADELPHIA. June 23.
-The California delegation
at a caucus today to stick
its favorite son. Gov Earl
ten, 'Indefinitely."
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try during the month of August. Insufficient ventilation at'-hp
tobacci, barn makes this heat almost
unbearable and is injurious
to
some of the exhibits, he pointedi
out.
If the fair is held at the park,
large tents will be provided to
house the exhibits to protect them
from possible rain. However, an
outdoor arena will be set up for
livestock 'judging.
Another advantage oehaving the
fair at Fey park. said Carman. will
be the additional space available.
There will be plenty ,of room there
for perking.. In addeion, there will
be -enough room to permit a midway to operate in conjunction with
the fair.
Carman said he had been approached by a good clean entertainment company for The concession rights. If they take over the
midway, there will be plenty of
stands for the amusement of fairgoers and all kinds of rides for the
kiddies. Local groups will also be
invited to operate concessions on
the fair grounds.
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23, 1948

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAYJECENTUCKY

• PAGE TWO

Republican Hopefulls

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of, The Murray Ledgere The Callus% ay Tunes, and The
52ntes-Hera1ci, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian January 17. 1942

EDITOR'S NOTE: A picture
of Robert A. Taft was omitted from this lineup because the mat was misplaced in the casting room.

W. PERCY WILLIAM*5, PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GERAL MANAGER
ed afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St., Murray, Ky.
the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for transmission as
Entered
Second Class Matter

IPu

SUBSCRIPTION
month, 65e. In Calloway
where $5.50.

week 15c, per
By Carrier in Murray,-;;;--4•d adjoining counties; per year. $350. else-

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE:
Building. Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park A%
Ave, Chicago, BO Boylston St.. Boston.

CE WITMER CO., 903 Sterick
New York; 307 N. Michigan

THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOC
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,
By B. W.
We have heard some opinions ex
pressed 'es to what's - happening to
smiur doelors. This U. S. Bureau of
the Census, and the American Medical Association and Graphic Institute', upem research, find that in
1350 there was one elector for every
572 people. In 1909 there was one
doctor for every 669 people. Today there is one eicietor for every
764 people. What's happening?
• •

-

ON

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Lette
.
-a Public Voice stems which in our opinion are not for the
* our readers.

the 'editor
interval

Wednesday Afternoon, June 23, 1948

Newsmen Even Ignore The Wrath Of WomestIn Trying To Be First With Convention News

;

I

'
1,..•

nnal
ncminee in 'V. the 46'elf! 1./e7rey put on a stroll
c.ininal!zn
-1:1- a In 1zrie

than having no lovelies at all
Our unnamed friend., hammered
on the gla.s door of the booths.
.: PHILADELPH:A. .....11:. 23 .L.Po She kicked theist couple of times.
n but some' The girl. in 3 light blue dress and a
are aronctertl•
ci
%lanes they get 21 the way' of right-I new Tirol( -and-a-lialf,--liaoked like
...011 Cnverttat of
!:.) I peei,
inkine juleice.
she nuglet to know better.
I
,•
I'leelt site? 1942: his
i She didn't." ,
•
And of newsmen
rta-,'.-rtr his Mitd5 Like right here at this GOP con-1 Out man paid little it 51d-' -Herr t- . •
ruffled through his,notes and 'caned
ke...'d e'.7'.;-1-.•r(.-.• is csiretttiat
..
senate:.
r . ens oln:io" encl tet
%. It was like this: The repOsters! in some additional stuff about the ere busy''diong their jobs. 'They Republican Conventian.
_ ere rein,hing lown a ennuis •that I Little aide-bits •Itke how- 'the -or
- t backers of Bob Taft and Hal!. ganist in the conventiono_h_ell never The likelihood is you are no: _asi
n were in conferedee to makei gets to sea or !tear wit4t's going on sessed equitably with. your neighe kind of a deal. A. surt of I on account-. -of -he is 'tinder the bor. -The game seems tis be list
s across the pranee thingeni, platform • WelIing for a signal from propertras lost as we can or is our
the man cr. the floor.
lo to Meinesots.
cerescience will let us, regardless
Every working newsman hed an
Sere stuff about how- former,'of valuP If the total -assessment is
.to the ground, like they, say in President Hoover looked better in a not enough to produce the money
.
books
e I modern collar than-heedid-tinforn e required-no ftennee- the local- govWell, the meeting broke UP finalStill the impatient woman wait- ernment we demand or deserve, we
and what happened'
ed . outside the booth.
have faith. Ono our officalle will
lady friend ' Our boy vet a- little nervous. -get a blanket raise -put on the asunidentified
,Oilr
ed toward the two „available But he realized he.crhave to face sesernent. ge nt debt or get t
the music •eobeer er later. So -he money from Frankfort pr
)(phones „met when it V:3$
iroes, Yet, we complain II .clo)
ant for the newenten to get on walked- orn.
that Frankfort and Washing'on are
A couple Of. reporters -There she stood, a little ssl 'sted.
the wire
you-leave ch.:nge for Snear- dabbling. toe much in our business
at her to the phone booths. hutren ate bsgan relaying the story ter." she said, the flower pee hat at hoer.e. We forget the inevitable
alraest• rolled off her heed. "I'd ;lifltrerne of tha purse string and
their iiffices.
are inclined because the melte)."apess'Hut 1:.wasn't much tun: Ravine' !eke to malt( a Call:"
somebekly
pears to be camases:,
ft garaged gel nrotieed 'joie averseI. , The-power of the press eararik
c5te•.toLeonddne its rather free cx•
penpiture..' 'This. feross Frankfort
or Washington. to increase, na influence -Thus ..we gyve our governMen: away from us.
1
This ethers guest columnist is a operators wile fun into and put of
krep-ose in the admitusA rent
recognized national- authority on Kentucky buy a fair part el the.r tratien.ef the general property tax
taxes and commissioner of Neve- gasoline in Kentucky and pay an prove:ins an excellent illustration
. pproprsate amount to help math - el nesse catinUes and, the echoed
ruse for Kentucky.
throug,
Civic Reeve* •
.4.,7t.. indepellit'nee
Uin our i%ighw":" is .4' tinrnt'diate districts .
7seje fir- treensielvee
"! .•)"Ae- c..rav r eaenee Try iyi'
rho:.
"err" to.."1--af.--"* I.
..:"...o..a.f -1.
eanenaie....
1- sometnnen o.17
.
_ beere seekers assistance e/sewhcre.
ha, the ity of thi5 probletn is ire:egret:centf
colionniit whs.
blenn asopportuntty to .exprese hts views in ennitterisein with . pre.
The selautes require the Kentucky
.

By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Peelle end( l orrespondent
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41. St3s.3en is the youngest
t-.iclidate for the RepubH'cl.1 Pr:nnstentoal netninasb.:uld he win the
flan and subsequent
r r
sl :gum. e would be the
Pres.dent in
he was
1 1**.tory. At 3
ovn.*es*Lta's younze.,
i .1-ot R:-trried and fat
malcea
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•
in St raul

,Ertj W. tilARYIN, itt
le present Speaker of the
owe is tn direct successton
the P,esideney in the
vent of President'frurnan's
to,lore the cud of his
Anent term ItIctiti. 63.
North AttieOtase innate
iro. Mass . and e&O has a
11 reeeteet 01 _Sere tee In
'
Ate and F'cderal pasLs. v.*
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A.M.A. Says Free
Medical Service
Is Un-American
.9. June 23.
CHieso....9
fore the American
resolution
medical associa • today held that
evicting free
the philosophy of
"without
Medical service to a
is
regard" to their ability to
"un-American."
The resolution was introduced
at the AMA's annual convention by
Dr F J. Prerton Honolulu delegate. Pinkerton said the resolution
was offered in opposition to a
proposal for a free, nationwide
Red Cross blood bank.
Pinkerton presented the resolution to the AMA house of delegates. which took it under consideration at a closed session The AMA last year approved "in
principle- the_Red Cross plan of
seating
up free
blood
banks
throughout the country. But the
AMA asked the Red Cross not to
-a blood tank nntit the to
medical society in the region involved had approved the idea
-
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Paul Flowers, tells this, contemning one of the most venerable yarns
regarding a law firm who had been
pressing a case. Abell the, time
the matter went to the jury, one of
the partners had to leave town,
first ask* his associate to telenraph outcome (A the case. Next
day he received a message. **Justice
has triumphal." -tie wired back:
"Appeal at once."
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BY ALL MEANS!!!'
Purchase Norge Home Appliances ONLY From An
Authorized Norge Dealer

WHY?
Because Norge Appliances Are Warranted ONLY
Through Authorized Dealers
Norge Refrigerators Are Warranted for Five Years

ii„..,..se--oldAwe.

Third Place Cardinals Move Close To
Top Through Hitting Of Stan Musial :

-r

Pinkerton's resolution charged
that the Red Cross "Ls invading.
uninvited, the locale of fully established blood banks." Ile asserted that the Red Cross plan would
cost about $10,000.000 a year, while
bleed banks set up by the medical
profession itself would cost only
a fraction of that amount.
. His resolution added that the
Red cross plan u "opposed to the
principle that it is the responsibility of the individual to assume
obligatithiss for medical expenses
as for other living expenses."
ju
Doctbcg, attending the convenn the AMA's history,
tion, large
yesterday witn -ed two openilions by television.'tine was a skin
graft and the other a 1-eilec operartion It was the first time a
elent opern'tion 'ever had bee.
televisionedl.

The opinion of most people is
that the -Court House, after a recent
dressing up, should remain clean
and unspotted from the grime, dirt,
and."expectoraters"-. and it should. 11
but unless 'wee the people' do our
ktinet by helping to keep the. build--lehleysi-edepreeentable. it will net
. be „done. We believe Rob Lamb
has done and will 'continue to do
his part, but he can't do it by himselL Cuaperation is necessary, and
he needs the assistance of every
man, woman, ,boy and girl in Calloway ceittiety. ...Let's help make it
a. pleasing lookingjustice building,
•nat only to oursetv.es but to the
many visitors to oiln city every
day.
• •

S-Chooi

.:
,
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.
'• •
,
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ARTHUR H.:VANDEN HEM;
- Foreign policy leader 01
his party and Senate Foreign Relations Committee
Chairman.: Vandenberg *has
not actively campaigned for
the Republican Presidential
nomination but has led his
baclzers to tetlete he would
yield to a real draft. The 6-I-.
year-old Michigan Senator_
has been an ardent spokesman for stability and peace
_through the United Nations.

,IrJUGLAS !HACAIRTHUK General of the Army since
19,14 and commander of oC-- cupatIonal forces in Japan
since Augu3t. 1945. the 68year'-old MacArthur has left
c.11 . active campaigning for
I he ,Pres.!dential ncadnation
in the hands of his backe.s
Ile probably will not put tr.
-1 appearance at Plilladeli unless he's 11.2.11riated
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., , NORGE
The

All

that has

Means
"

ONLY refrigerator

Buy

All
Means

The Miraculous
SELF -D-FROSTER

Norge

By

Buy
Norge

ie bystalschool
crantyor

"

.77r4 Itlrk --Yanitrietr.-- -5--to-2- Ihlet.endent:"--eispurisibbi -40
revernmeit is the heart if Ameri• Sam Salitak, inquired from the
nennierra -it we foster it, insist maws, 13rawns last aetelt.. hurled eight••••••-•..-..:— I le and -keep at. we don:1 need to hit ball , but required relief from
mf,:lon
' .
Russ Christopher with two out in
--.----.. worry about other mins...
NEW Egiti•INE CELEBRITY-Flicka, horse star- of --.
___ .._
the ninth. Frank Shea. vs-ho,- foilpictures, stands by as her 35-tiod-nd baby colt,'Flash, meets
saa.-2-fi.1 ed. to last,jhree innings. was i he
us. our cissitiets
actress Colleen Townsend. Flash, who was sired by Thunder- ',
loser Joe Dimaggto • hit his 16th
head, has been given a screen contract just like his parents. get !tie business. _
/..

Seven 4-H club boys in Frank;county hair* staked out 5.750 U ,
of cetitour lines en 445 ages.
,. Homemakers clubs in Ow. ,
county are premoting a clean-n.
campaign. each group working IN
its own community.

See
Them

reams

Prices
Start at
S119.95

IF
DISIRED

Here

The Niirge is truly a remarkable re-

See

frigerator. In addition to automatic

Them

a Giant

defrosting it features

Side Freezer that holds up to 40

Today

Here
Today

pounds of frozen foods... an easy-sliding, deep-dish Coldpack
for meat

. . a doubl
.
Nwidth Hydrovoir to keep fruits and

vegetables fresh ... more bottle storage... more general storage... in fact more of everything you want in a refrigerator.

BY ALL MEANS!!!
Make certain your Norge has Serial Numbers intact. Appliances
without serial numberi like automobiles without Sumbers
could be stolen property

By All Means-Buy NORGE
7— FROM

Edonomy Hardware Store
The Chili' Authorized Norge 'Dealer in, Murray
Asia
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onight
'
s Bout May Be Last One For

Eleven-Year Champion Joe Louis
Ws. JI.CIE CUDDY
United Press Sports Writer

cture
omitbesplac-

NEW YORK, ,June 23.
Jo- Lodis and Jsrey • Joe Walcott "awaite'd the bell for their
million -dollar heavyweight iifle
fight 'at Nietkee Stadium tonight.
the U. §.'Weather Bureau indicated rain might cause a postponement of the boutThe forecast includadi "Oeeasioiaal ehuvegrs and afternoon or
evening thunder starms. Partial
clearing at night.'
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Chicago
TELEVISION IN TAXI—Hackie Howard LeDuc of

•

makes adjustments4411 the small
radio actress,

his cab, as his first passenger, Jo Hippie,
*
set he has installed .n
minor changes were made on a small table
miles her approval. A power converter and
model, adapting it for use in the cab.
•- -

eleVision

Division of Markets Urges Consumers
Use More Potatoes From Early Crop
USD.% Pushes "Eat More Potatoes" institutions and others in the ra'arCampaign'
keting chain to get behind the big
A broad campaign to stimulate'
push Wn early' potatoes.
consumer use 01 potatoes during the
Burley Sales to Start November 15
early summer is- being curried out
For the first time in histozy Bur.by the USDA as another measure
to help keep the, big early crop: ley tobacco sales will start in Nomoving with the least possible waste vember. Earlier auctions nave long
and congestion. With price support been the goat of the various farm
purchases already ujegijka_eat% in groups in btirley growing areas.
Most of the states now -Mark
This action by the Burley Warepotatoes. and will outlets for govouse Association will be of great
ernment potatoes limited, the de- va I, to the grower. Previously
partment hopes consumers cati be they had-t, wait sometimes for days
induced to eat heavily into the sur- with load
gons and trucks for
plus. Appeals are being made to space on the evarehouse thaws. An
v.holesalers. the grocery trade; res- early start will he
avoid such
taurants, hotel feed managers of delays and will cantrib
to a

iv-Johnson's Grocery 1
'STAPLE GOODS
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES
and JVIEAT

The
uncertainty
about
the
weather was, matched by uncertainty as to .whether this war-tii
Log' last' bout. lie has said
repeat
y that he will retire after tenight, but .his co-managers
Mersliall Miles and John Roxborough insist that the question
will be' decided by his showing
tonight
If this should be the end of the
trail for Louis, it will mark the
end of the longest reign in heavy:
weight history. Louis wan the
crown from'Jim Braddock IT years
ago yesterday
•
If nec'esskry, this second meeting
of the 34-year-old Negro scrap.
pets would be postponed until' tomorrow night. Sol Strauss of :the
20th Century Club said. Friday and
Saturday night also are available
at/the Stadium without extra ren-

Neither today's forecast nor yesterday's rains lessened the demand for tickets. Strauss assured.
with more than $800.000'"already
in the till." he •hoped for a crowd
of more than 50.000 and a gate
of nearly $1,000.000.
Waleott, whn nearly wrested the
.crown front Louis last Dec. 5. was
quartered in a hotel near Madison
Sguare Garden, where the weighin ceremony will be staged.
Louis was Scheduled to motor
in efrom Pomptoon Lake?. N. J ,
in time kr the weigh in. He exact-ft:II to' scale between 214 and
215; Walcott. about 194 1-2.
Support for Walcott was InRow about making Flag Day this creasing rapidly. Betting
tightenyear Security Day for you and your ed to
12-5' faa'bring Louis. and 1
family? The two observances go hand
roll
of
79 sports writerit disclosed ' LINEN LUXURY — Luxuri-*In hand because your security is inseparable from the-country's Secur- that 23 of them picked the chatOtte ultra:fine * linen earns
ity. What ever you do'for your own !eager. The betting price may be
unusual treatment by Paris
future good, such as buying.„U
.
.
"
n
sIrl less than 2-1 when they enter the
design
Jacques path id a
designer
States Savings Bonds rea r
ly ling.
.
snowy daytime dress for through the payroll savings plan
As
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Detroit
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atterrIpted
1; midsummer wear. Crisp
--..„
where you work beim, to statabee
America's economy. Help keep Old the 115th defense of his crown, he
pleats harnesS the full skirt,
- exed for three more reaGlory flying over the land of the free was fa V
which is topped by a conand the home of the brave for your sons: Ili His record of 60 victories
tour-hugging, long-sleeved
Children and your children's children. in 61 professionarf 's in
one
of
L 5. Il.
1 • .arinteta
bodice with a 'tiny rolled
the most notable in r
, history;
collar, Black accessories
(j)despite his' narrow ese
in
n line market.
it II ire
ber. be is still &Nun
1:034144F.,thit 1111.1.S1sitri touch.
('Fop Outlook
Use lonaast, and busiest Crop production prospects are off in heavyweight annals. . 13) ,- he
to one of the most finadrable starts knocked all nine opponents who
in years. The. wheat harvest. the faced him in return boutsMoreover. the champ was ex;mond largest on record, has beHollywood 'uP'—Acquiring a
""
kein. Corn planting virtually has pectlid to he much sharper tonight
foreign accent and keeping it the
been completed 31 least two weeks than fie December when he had
reafre through six or eight yeeks
ahead of last year and growing pro- groomed for a challenger he
disconnected movie making is
gress is- excellent. Fruit prospects yarded as a, washed-up push -over.,
....one of the hardest jobs for an
are aljetle below, average anti near- And ,becatise he found Walcott a
.
ly 10 per Cent bellow a year ago. fast -stepping. elusive opponent
'-''''nr•
••
.
. he was expected 10
1n1 "It's a very simple mailer Ito' get
Milk production per cow set a new December.
Fedora in May bat the number of slow him down with body blows I an accent for a stage show. whel•
isu go right through a sustatnai
cows waa-tht smallest since 1939 tonight,
expleined Y1'..
Bid
Walcott
Tidal production, however, was the
eopporters were.'
' .
confident the ancient champion
mallest since 1941.
.
.
would not be Improved tonight,
Market Demand for
whereas Jersey Joe would, ne
Farm Products
much more aggressive because of
Market ciemand for farm prohis discovery that the champ didn't
duce will be bolsi?vu4 by defense
minCh as hard as other opponents
'apending, foreign aid, a.
an overhe had faced They recall that
iN,, wage increase of about
Walcott nearly wrecked Louis with
ciilt however.- optimism as to far
las to the head in December.
price are tempered by steadily risand thdt he has improved his
ing coked and less favorable export
left hook notably since then Ile
prospects. It is estimated that the
will be able to dynamite with bolt
game amount of production as last
lefts arid rights at the champ's
year will Peobably buy aboyt 10
easily stunned noggin.
per cent less f,,industrial goods and
The main bout, 'scheduled for
services. Still
alter agricultural
pm1)
will be • berpadeast over
exports are In priipect for-the rethe ABC network and televised in
mainder of this yeitt and will probably be 15 to 20 per 'eitt under 1947. the east by NBC. Movies will be
distributed by. RKO.
Data On Earns Eleetrification
FACTS AND FIGURES
A survey by the B A.0 on farm
NEW YORK. June 23. (UP)—
electrification shows •
per 'cent of
our farms have electric jefrigeta- Facts and,figures on tonight's title
tors: 12 per rent electric Mingv. 43- fight:
-Title at stake—world's heavyper cent washing machines, 27 per
. ,
weigh' champion.
cent electric water systems. 11 per
pr
i
nc
pals--Chaln
p
on
Joe
Louis,
water
per
cent electric
heaters.
'
7
cent electric sewing machinr..s, and Detroit. vs -Jersey Joe Walcitt,
•
23 per cent vacuum cleaners. It is Camden. N. T.—
gratifying to learn that our farm e-Sato--Yarileese Stadium.
Distance-15 rotinds•
people are at last sec:uringeth
Promoter-20th Century Sport- 4
which have
conveniences
been
ing Club.
over due.
Expected crowd-50.000
Bacteria and Milk Cooling
Expected gate—$900.000.
.•
Milk is a good food for baeleria
Purses—Louis will receive
as wall. as for man and other animals. As it comes from the cow per cent of the net gate; Walcott
it is at a temperature ideal for the 20 per cent.
Supporting 'a-rind 2ThreeP lxmultiplication of bacteria that gain
access .to milk. The practical pro- round- --and- roue-. four round Malts.
cedure for dealing with these bac- all heavyweightsteria ip to cool the milk immediately to 50 degrees F. or lower and Supplies are expected t& reach the
hold it to that 'point- until it goes lowest point of the year in the
to the receiving station according third quarter.
to the results reported b.; C. S. Parity Price For Butterfat
Bryan of the Michigan College Of
Parity'priee for butterfat on May
Agriculture
15 was announced by pirm at 623e
.
A Super Modern Factory
per pound. Sinee mit ApriLparity
A super modern factory for mak- figures had *creased 2Sr. The ift.
ing paSteurized limburgeg, operated deg of prices paid by- farmers rose
by the Craft Company hobs started one point but a .low- seasonal admilk into the fragrant justment factor had brought the
turning
cheese. It is said to be the first parity figure down Actual pric•s
project for producing limburger on received for butterfal on May 15
a volume basis.
averaged 83 0C per pound, down.
Veal Supplies Per Person Likely Actual .prices received for butterflit on May 15 averaged 83 6c feet,
To Be Ten Pounds Below 1947
Meat supplies per person during pound, 1.3c less than a mhnth earlto
be
around 10 ier. but 20 Sc more than a year
1948 is estimated
pounds less than 1947 consumption rd 21.3c above parity prire.
of 155 potinis dressed' meat basis:
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reflects beauty:
comfort . . . OUR REPUTA111 . for trustworthiness
continue to guide bereaved
families in their choice of funeral director.
Our service

14)

in the way of inside or outside

SUPERIOR

Paints, Varnishes and Enamels.

Phosie 323

Murray, Ky.

SERVICE

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
"The Friendly Funeral Home"
MEMBER

OP

Phone

Lady
Assistant

98

Fifth and Elm

C-17-211FUNE

CTIMIS
DI ewat

Murray. Hy.

°ERVIN° NATION-WIDE

WE DO

1

Come In For

LETTER HEADS

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.

AMBULANCE

Satisfactory Work Done The Way
You Want It

34.

PLATE GLASS : RUBBER TILE

MAX CHURCHILL

-,

Job Printing Of Any Kind

We have anything you may need

VENETIAN BLINDS

Situ

REPUTATION...

I

Repaint & Repaper
NOW!

LUCOly

•

regularly ihan the next two leading brands comb!nedl

HOLLYWOOD
FILM SI-10P_

TELEPHONE 393-M

r-t

Uncle Sam Says

Broadcast—ABC
Television—NBC
Time of -main event-10 pinEDT.
Betting—leouie at 12 to 5Weather forecast ,— • Occasional
afternoen
thae
. storms. Partial clearing at
night.
Ring officials—Referee and two
judges to be appointed just before
tout , starts.
if postponed—could
nights
p
.ostpone
De staged
liHday. Fritgy, ,or Saturday
Ttt

Price, whose speech is one:of the so perfect that many theatergoenli to go_ back to work.
most perfect to be found in movies- I thought he was German
! "After exactly one line, director
Bob , Florey stopped the scene- Prince leariressed
-But it's different in the movies. i
because sc'enes' which 'come right[ It's still rather perfect .i..1,thoughl Completely without noticing it. my
together in' the finished picture 'Price hasn't used it in between. German accent had acquired a
may t be Ay
\
med
I weeks apart. 114 While he was making "Rogue's southern flavor"
your aceen 'varies, the difference , Regiment." 'the former' Prince Otto
is very ob ous"
About 40 acres in Bullitt county
I of Austria watched him on a scena
TiCce Is til - g ft- German accent. I "After it was over, the prince were set in strawberries in April.
Thirty-five farmers in Rowan
one of the be- in his current role , started tapcing to me In German."
In
Universal \ International's ' Price said- -I had to admit 'I didn't cobnty have enrolled in the Corn
Derby.
"Rogue's Regiment," a story of thel know a word ofeit"
world's greatest
anhunt. with a I It's so easy for Price to imitate . Strawberries from about 400 acres
background of tIg present day I almost anykind of accent that he in Logan county were sold to the
French Foreign Legion . in India sometimes has to be careful he Adaaville plant of' Kentucky-Teria
it
China.
nessee Frozen Foods, Incorporated.
.-1.0*
-1 don't imitate one unwittingly.
It is the first time he has played
"The other day a
Almost half of all Navy officers
newspaper
'a German since his first hit on' man- from Atlanta. Ga.. visited the on active duty have risen from enBroadway opposite Helen Hayes in set." be said "I talked to him for listed service. Bureau of Naval
"Victoria Regtna. His accent was about five minutes and then I had Personnel statistics show.
1
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Club News

Activities

Navy top-bracket softball teams
will meet in New York City the
week of Sept. 5, 1948, in cotnpetition for the All-Navy Softball

Locals

Championship.

Weddings

. .
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a
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- and Mrs. J E Cash: 215 -South white carnations.
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VIGILANTES OF
BUENA VISTA

Miss Cash Becomes Bride Of Richard E.

\%T I,

NOTICE TO SUISSdRIBERS

WILLIAMS, Editor .-- PHONE 874-11

'
\

The 'Bureau of 'Navel 'Personnel
has directed commanding officers
of Navy units on overseas stations
to encourage eligible personnel to
take leave in foreign countries
whenever possible.
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and Save Money
ELECTION NOTICE-An

election
will be held July 12 at 7:30 p.m. at M
the County Extension Office to Mulches

For Sale

Save Work an
• Keep Top Soil Porous

ROWLAND Refrigeratales and elect three directors for the CalJu24c
Service. New and used e uipment. loway County Fair.
Experienced. Money back guaran- WE SPECIALIZE( InCOUNTRY
tee. Phone 993-J. Hazel Highway, HAM. steaks, chop., and
Mulches should be applied to toplate
one block south of Sycamore lunches. All kinds of sandwiches ; mato plants while the soil is well
supplied with moisture. They will
Street:
Jy7c Rudy's Restaurant.

$3.00
2.50
2.25
2.00

FOR GUARANTEED Permanent
Metal Weatherstripping or blown
insulation installed by experts call
H. M. Scarborough. 1021 or 4094.
Rock Wool and Weatherstrip Co.,
105 Gatlin Building, Murray,
iy I7c
•
FOR SALE-1935 Plymouth. Price
$200.-Bill Wright, Vets Barracks,
9 D-1, near _Health Bldg.
Ju 24p

le IS:

isages

LIVING ROOM SUITE for saleAlmost new. Predominately blue.
Four pieces. Call 1184-M or see
J. D. Murphy at S. 15th St. Ju24c

I1111111

within
ass of

'

FOR SALE: Rane Coat asphalt for
stopping leaks in your roofs. One
coat will stop your leaks for 5 or
10 years. No heating. One man
can apply it. Will stop up nail
holes and other leaks. For information see L. F. Thurnemd._

$ .40
.25
.15

$ .25
.50

mt to

.•
FOR SALE: One 4-room frAnie
house,•one yr old. And large lot.
See ,Glervis Lee, Dexter. KY. 'IP

les and

Notices

o. .75

ALVAH

GALLOWAY
TP,Vu 1...•IIO•t1 111 Aim o
of ltiiiib,'r 14'1 ale

3E8
iing
Bashi

SAWMILL

All kinds
J1y2lp

IN HAZEL
2.25
350
2.00

•

4

•

Cull on Ifs l..t

Following the autumn, 1948,
trend toward tip.), hats tint
hug the head, Parisian milliner Maud Roser designs a
young black velvet bonnet
for cocktail and evening
wear. The hat's naive ,air is
enhanced by a yellow satin
,scarf that covers the back
*of the heado and ties berenrith the rhtn

Cosmetics, etc.

2,00

_PHIAL-Co-

ping

Basis
Over
10000

•

NEW

YORK

(UP -Americans

WHITEWAY
Service Station
Texaco Gas and Oil
Washing, Greasing and
Adjusting Brakes

-

3

Firestone Tires & Tubes
Phone 9124
15th and Main street
J. C. Brewer, Mgr.

ile 4

lat Rate
1st Rate
lat Rate

. a
- - . -. .

'S

scare' her out of them. The ride
didn't cure the girl, but it made ing effect on industrial production
and location of new plans, accenther father pretty sick.

uale4 This influence.' the institute
Navy swimming and divnig teams commented.
Vete••an. on Move
will meet in Philadelphia, Penna.,
The study showed that ipiost
the week of Aug. 22. 1948. in corn petit ion for All Navy Champion- the people who moved \are between the ages of 20 and 35 and
ship awards.
that the migration rate for veterans 18 years old and over was onehalf greater than fur non-veterans,

;

i-To Iliqu110
2-Long fish
3-Planting
4--To moisten
5-Puss
$--Mae cat
7-Snare
II-Leg:41a tore
bodies
fl-To meet happy10- Varnish
Ingredient
II-Publ:c notices
16-Skin opening
17-Garden flower
20- V`a por
21-Steed
22-To give oil
23-13.rds of peace
25-Highway
26-Pure
bird
32=-Tames again
33-Pasteboard boxes
35-Antic-56-Persian NNE
311-111ps
40-Conanmed
42-DIstance measure
44-To follow gloss's
45-Age
46-Ne.ative
47-Time past
48-Boris
49-To plant
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open..gotf champ-"the Bomber in

PRETENT
FOREST FIRES!

two or three heats."
Tony Zale, middleweight champion--Louis should knock him out
inside 10, rounds-"
Andy Pafko, Chicago Cubs.,..1.11 stick with the champ."
Frank Stranahan. British amateur champ-ditto."
Ray Arcel, veteran fight trainer
-"Louis after going the distance."
Mel Ott, New York Giant manAn
-afterburnec
which
inager-"I feel that Louis will knock
creasea the power of jet engines
him out."
for short periods of time has been
Freddie Cochran, golf expert- developed by the Navy for one
t_"Louis in 10."
of its jet fighter planes- Spa rice, -Drayton; Ittrt-T-11- 1.
-"I like Louis."
Leo Durocher, Brooklyn Dodger
manager -Louis by a krmckout."
But the smartest of them all
-on two counts-was Ned Irish,
WE DELIVER
basketball. entrepreneur at Madison
Square Garden. .
Six Days a Week
1. 'Because he quit being a
sportswriter,
CALL US
2. Because he refused to make
for your Grocery needs
a selection, explaining:
"I don't know a thing 'about
PHONE 788-J
picking prize fight winners!" You
can see why this guy is a success

RICKMAN'S
GROCERY

•

BROOKS BUS LINE

Today's Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press sports Writer

longer
other

eilsettoorsitfew Only yew con

same figktt he did last time-"
rainbow-"Louis inside three,"
r Ctiarley Johnson, president fight
NEW YORK. June 23.
managers' guild-"because -up to
The fearsome reputation founde3
now Walcott was a hungry fighter.
through the 'years by Joe Louis
Now he's eating regularly."
made the "B,rowns Bois
a , Al The Vest) Weill.'fight manheavy favorite with a cross-seceger-Thell befuddle Louis again."
Lice Of the sports world to de"Dumb Dan" Morgan,veterans
fend his heavyweight championmanager-the essence of a 15-mm ship. successfully tonight against
ute disseration: "Walcott"
Jerse-y .Joe Walcott.
Stout Steve Owen, New York
Strangely enough, most of the •Giant Coach-"Walcott tsy deci-

sentiment favoring Walcott came sien."
within the fight game itself
but in the other sports they bank-

Direst Route Kentucky to Michigan
Fastest Time-Theta Buses-Shortest Roots
All Seats Reser ed - Radio for Your Pleasure -PW,w Service
Daily Schedule - Lv. Murray 11:00 a.m., Ar. Detroit 5:45 urn.
Fare $10.05, without 5EX - Make Seat Reservations Early
For Information Call
Murra) BUS Terminal
Paducah Bus Terminal
Phone 456
Phone 604

17.•

WE SELL

'

RUBBER STAMPS

For Louis:
3im Braddock, former

heavyed heavily on_the old adage of weightehampion from whom Lootat
ridiog_witts_the_chaniplop.
Tinv- 'ii 1.aa.0-,kays.the Way some of them-lOok
"Thra-rni
aehiauriello. Louis' last
knockout Sectim-"Walcott always
Sharkey, lormer heavy- was a bum, and he's still a bum."
weight king-" if he makes the Jimmy Demaret, the golfing

Ledger & Times

For Walcott:

Jack

Modern Creature of Habit

DAW---MY
AW-- -I'VE GOT
TELEVISION
MONEY--- I'LL
SET BROKE
TAKE YA TO
AND I CAN'T r•-1 THE REAL
SEE THE
%
GAME •
BALL GAME

By Ernie Bushmiller

WHY DID VA

BRING
DAT PICTURE

I LIKE TO PRETEND
l'HAT I'M SEEING
IT ON
TBLEVISION

FRAME WITH Niat,

AUCTION SALE

$150
lab

THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY: still sell a tract id
land, commonly designated as the Murray Generating Plant
property, and containing 1.64 acres, more or lees. lying in the
town of Murray. Kentucky. on the west side of Second Street
and north of and adjacent to Rost-berry Branch together ss ith
one bulldin'g located thereon, containing approximatetY 5.000
sq. ft.. subject to outstanding rights in third parties and particularly set out in Notice of Sale.

n from
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ABBIE an' SLATS

•
.

4sg Rate
4sg Rate

For further information apply to
J. W. NEWMAN (Sr L. M. PARRISH

.••••+4 •

By &minim Van Buren
HE LOOKED AS THOUGH HE'D
BEEN HURT. IF ONLY-HE'S ALL
RIGHT-UNTIL I CAN GET
BACK TO I-11M - IF ONLY THEY PONT FIND HIM.

HE'S YOUNG- THE
FIRST YOUNG HUMAN
BEING I'VE SEEN-SINCE I WAS A LITTLE
GIRL-•:•••."II
•

3:00 P.
Sale Will Be Held on the Premises

••

•
I Pic Of -At . Ari

On the Cirpet

JUNE 29, 1948

•'1,it Rate
Flat Rate
isirtment
.ess mm-
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population% moved to new about migration:
Not everybody in the
homes from 1940 to 1947 TwentyMore girls leae home between
county
subCalloway
five million of them moved from the ages of 18 to 24 than boys;
one county to another or Dom one the educational -level was higher
scribes to The Ledger
, • state to another.
among migrants than non-miTies -.b
--sticnv--thet-meet---of-grants; among both mates and feeverybody 'reads it: the migration was to the west males.' professional and semi-proThe daughter of,,..a civilian ern
pleyee at the -Na-val Air Station.
Jacksonville, Fla.. had .a chronic
cae 01 hiccoughs so she was Taken
to a ride MAI plane which zoomed.
rolled and snapped in an effort te

_p

9

9

2.,

.0 government study showed that port added.
70.000,000 'Await-. or e
The report also had this to say

workers moved
.0043.000 in -population The bu- distances than persons in
reau said that 1.500.000 on the'occupational categories
other hand, left southern areas.
- "Job opportunities are usually
NANCY
the mainspring of migration, an,
the War and - subsequent reconversion period with their far-reach-

7

t

-

"Two of every five persons living in the west Ore migrants, a
rate about twice as high:- as that
for the south or north central
states and three times that for
the north-eastern states." the re-

where there was an increase of t fessional

'AP TOY
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Americans Footloose, U.S. Bureau
Reports After Migration Survey
were more restless during the last
seven 'ears than ever before in
history. accerding to U. S. Census
Bureau figures cited by the In-.
sititute of,Life Insurance

,...c.p;St,St,A
A2
AG
its1,1
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E
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31 - Unit of energy
32 -Splits apart
33-To braid
34-Like
35-To discourse
3$-Tap.! head
37-Due reward
30-Mocker
41-Cheesa
43.-Skill
44 -Church groups
50 -Worthless scrap
51 -Paf.egs yea'
funeral 0t on4.
52-Pre fix: new
53-Silly talk
54-Surgical thread
115-To use needle

•3

Lawn clippings, which arc the most matoes, which are not trained to
convenient mulch material with most supports, but lie on the ground, will
amateurs, should not be applied keep the fruits cleaner, and protect
p-een, but dried out first without them from decay.
piling them up, since they heat and
Tomatoes are susceptible to two di(decay with a bad odor when pifed. seases, which careless handling may
It is best to apply a thin layer of spread. Mosaic disease may be spreact
clippings and work it into the soil fly using a knife in pruning, and a
first, then put on clippings to a depth disease which persists in tobacco after
of six inches, which is sufficient to it is cured, may he transmitted to
keep down weeds.
tomato plants handled by careless
After tomatoes have begun to bear smokers, who fail to wash their hands.

Drugs, Cold Drinks,
Paints

00

Wanted

LITTLE HAT IS BACK

Over
10000
$5
.
00

prevent the soil from drying out,
when hot weather arrives.
Tomatoes require a regular supply'
of water. Unlike many vegetables, it
does not benefit from alternate dr-sing out and soaking. When they 1si4.
WANTED TO RENT: 3 or 4 roen water, the disease called blossom-end
apt. or house, unfurnished. Call 55 rot develops, a black decayed spot
opposite the stem. When they are
soaked after being too dry, cracking
of the fruit is likely.
Old newspapers,
By covering the soil about them . wire staples, fastened down with
make a good mulch.
with lawn clippings, straw, hay,
leaves, peat moss or manure, weeds they do not need so much water as
can be kept down and moisture kept before.
In the soil Thorough watering when
Many vegetables can be mulched
_rains are few will still be necessary. with good effect on the crop, and a
Poor drainage may- have the same reduction in the work of cultivating
effect as a drouth, if.the soil is con- and frequency of watering. Cueumhmally so wet as to affect the root bers, melons and squash will benefit
growth, and prevent the plant from especially. A niukii placed on the
,taking the water it needs.,
ground beneath vines, as well as to-

ACROSS
1- Roman coin
4-Slectrical units
11--41igh note
13-To asualiz.
13.-To worihip
14-Youth
15-Thieves
IS--Female deer
IS-Segment
30-Gathered. as
in sewing
24-Layer.
31-Sound
21-Specks
30-Exclamstion of
surprise

I "*Ted Williams, Boston Red Sox
-"Louis inside four rounds."
Ray f Sugar) Robinson. welterweight champion-"Louts in three."
Craig Wood, former national

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLI

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

I
IT'S GOOD BUSINESS
TO EMPLOY
DISABLED VLTERANS

LAND BRANCH, TVA, 202 POST OFFICE BLDG.
SHEFFIELD, ALABAMA - PHONE 2170
y itt eon size of

•ao•

Murray Live Stock Company

increased

less than
is will be
($0.15) on
ts ($010).
Is of less

The Best Market in West Kentucky
LIT ABNER

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

Music, Maestro=-Please

• 41,ta'a7a2=

By,AI Capp
•

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

M

ten miles
I), or Id- •

THASS-IT An- MAMMY- AN' Llik,,

"(0' ZOOMS -

ABNER VANIIM
T/-1' GRASS
IS GREEN -IT'S A SPRING NIGHT, A
NUMBER 0'sl'ARS AGO -AN'PAPOPI

THROUGH
AW SPACE-

SALES REPORT FOR JUNE 22, 1948
Al not 'be

Total head sold

itation-toall other
.rtime for
ninute for

Good Quality Fat Steers 26.00Baby Beeves
24.00- 29.00
Fat Cows 19.00;21.50

1050

Canners and Cutters

,
Bulls
Best-Sprtnic
Medium Spring

Lambs

11.00- 18.5
15.00- 23.00

Fancy . Veda -1•

225

No. 1.Veals '--

25.0Q

No. 2 Vealm :
..
No. 2 Veabit
ThrowoUts .

25.70
21.30
8.00- 20.00

-flocs
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15 A-RACIN' LIKE A MIGHTENED
RAT- DOWN A LONELY
PIOUNT'IN ROAD P.°

_

___ I

18U to 24,0 pound:4
245 to 270 pounds

22.00- 27.00
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wanted to7-iteep their present jobs the one who want to take things

Midget Helicopter I and would start living off their re- thoe days of fishing and hunting,
tirement income when they cold with a little gardening or golf
Heralded as Boon support
themselves or dependents thrown to break up the day.
•
'It appears that the longer pnl
no longer.
1 To Aerial Studies Another 33 per est.t of the 3,150 Works
the longer ne wants to
_

.!

BUFFALO. N Y. (UP)-Military
and commercial interests soon may
benefit from a miniature electrically-powered and controlled helicopter.
Developed by two aviation engineers the small craft is known
as the "Skyhook." It is designed
to carry payloads up to ten pounds
at altitudes ranging from 500 to
1.000 feet through u,se of its 34-

answers said they might "easy up- work. Only 28 per cent of -those
a bit, but they want to throw Uttar now uncler 4 %kali: to eontlruc
spare time right back into the I work after reaching retirement
work mill again, With emphasis on age,while more than 37 per cent
of those past 40 wanted to.keep
religious and community 'Work.
The remaining 35 per cent arel right on going as long as th.:y
easy Their main thoughts were • could.
--

inch diameter rotors
Explaining t e usages of the tiny

4114•-•••••.

oped with the
helicopter he
aid of John E Dunca W. Hewitt
Bayley said:
or
• "In winds of 30 miles an
less the Skyhook takes the plac
of a S500-foot mast It can be carried in a suitcase. to be used In the
Leld for low-level meteorological
/ soundings by the U S. Weather
Bureau and the aerology services
of the armed.
It also. es.. be used for radar
t work, micro wave shadow
probing ' antenna so important in
television development, portable
a
rost's'Irlie4
transmitter antenna, as a scanning
few
a
only
Itia4:foundling
1-a
Ice,1
77
platform for radar and' ray photoFEEIHN.9 TOrNDLLNG FOAL-vt emu Interland.in
pas.
unenp:ttedly
torngraphic survey work."
hours old. at Brookneld Farm. Brookville. -N. Y. The foal was
le.faiing to have -•
The helicopter Itself weighs 15
Lure. and the mother was irightened at-ay frcim her offspring. 'later
pounds A kit including the miniaanything to do with it. .Wend's kindness to the atfinial may pay ofT some day by bringing
ture' aircraft, cable, winch, spare
that dreamed-of big stake for a two-dollar ticket.
parts and carrying case totals
•
about 50 pounds.
The New Look begins early, when it comes to lee cream. And why
Altitude of the Skyhook is &inshouldn't it? asks the National Dairy Council. Because ice cream
trolled by the amount of power
Is not only tops for taste but doctors recommend it for sound nutrition and better health fer young and old, summertime or any day fed into the electric motor which
spins the rani) blades, while the
in the year.
power source line itself serves as
,r1r•
t:te
C • .
F.ditors Note This..is the fifth of
.ritenna. the company reported It
•
Ut!
•C
)
,1
11wPc
;
--,-.4.-•
street
-10
of
on
series
artelesof a
Is, held in one position by means
Li
•
of fp...'orri . 1-• • ,
•.a •
and highway safi.ty. wnt,ten • br,
.
an azimuth control which autoof
.
iS hampereci.
rathanally recognized accidentlire- ert 4-matically compensates for fluctu,MIAMI. Ft.A. June 722.
• ••
vention.. special:sts and-publieted :t ▪
.ating wind intensities36---year--old radio announcer
of ;a. I,
by this, new-spaper in the interest who
The helicopter has been * the
•
I -7 AI driV/I:4 ,•••,••••• •44•••‘• it4S7 sev.lh cut
• coho, ,;
of greater traffic safety
process. of development _se_
Operating a motor vehicle upoa -has been corr!ri"Itted ,cii• an -acei- 50 svere dAlerelpt Florida familied
Duncan and Bayley research labwant ad today. fre eaid
t!Iire•igh
streets and highways wh.le intosi- • dent occurs T1.. tiO. lack
oratory for nearly. a year Nine
•
of the serious- i Le couldn't fr.ike,. enough m'arey
cated is universally prohibited ley Public
different versions take been turnthem.
rootort
eielay.aTI
has
1;rebiern.
the
.of
ne-ss
-law. yet accidents from this cause
:ed out.
of.. efiectiVel William W. Harvey offered. his
are on the ,increase A driver who .he eetablehmert
The research engineers planned
has been drinking is found te!..oueterrreastires Law enftarcemect 'farraly fos• adoptton in a•elassified
an extensive demonstration of the
newest
not have si.ttant:al ack.'ertl.me: t in •- ir
ini•elved in one out of. every,.---fAc i a.h.ch
Skyhook for potential military and
Jtir..- IS. It took, only six
fatal traffic accidents ill the Unitcommercial users'. and have .1.7on:y 1 days rr‘ fine Lakeis arnone the 21
ed States Pudestrians.• too.' na‘e ' in th, coUilt.. T.- c fsr..
quired larger manufacturing facil-tiJ ar.,1-wers.
sa.d
contributed to this bad record.- One: a ..ry
ities for their uavention since makOut of every' four adtilt ped,--trans
l :•• • • •;,, -Itit4••• earns -$75 a week as
'
-b •I
• •"•'•''
1)
ing successful tests.
The
kitied last year.had been drink-Mg
‘"-•-annotincer 'for a Miami radio
.
`4- ttt
The research concern says it is
e That irdoxicaton is noW new ea tritox...c,e7fo;. Pr‘•171'7,'
,t.it.A.4e re said that %tre;!..1 f4i.1104h.
planning to develop an automata
, 1..or.••
the leading causes...of death and
aorta.'It ids ctoidre-.. rat.i
pilot for full-scale rotor-winged
tetard.ne ,-fjirtyam the-hi-etc:vas is unluestioe- has, hau tre,
aee from
. _ eight years to
craft, with the princles utilized
'
n • `•
•+•.•••.-In the controls ot. the Skyhook
a
'
Of;IC
..)1•• (r-1... 47,
*1_ Asa urea of di:eking bill calserving as a basis.
lectors." . he explained. a-Besdos,
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MINNEAPOLIS 1UP t - Father
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Ir
may be getting on in years but hi,
264'28. tiff, r ht,:h a s.to,,t.on ti...troys
Feature Starts:
.11 almost 'Fitsta7•15:
-lent ready to retire yet
. i.eiLer Tr
rhel nu•'..7-tres an•77.II SO.
Awing the war he s-orked as a
He has reached the age of 55 and
, et ,,Frn b
radlo an,(mincer in ,,l'et.Indelpt .1
he's . fairly well fixed finiancially
.sectie,,e a
Tr
,.• S16. a
but when the 4
MODERN NOAH'S ARK-Moving up to the ramp two by
Rot he doesn't want to quit workturn. 4 ••••iI...G2C-rs
di his --Iv went down .
ing andabe in the sun He wants te.
two, cattle weighing 11.000 pounds are loaded aboard a DC-4
:,••
▪
7'
net,••4 to Rmeharnton
S
keep right on the job as long as he
plane'for a flight to Italy. Included in the shipment were
',tarty ..:
bel.•ve that
. out tn. iob. there ttirned e,.T
can.
tern,. - iji tinker' dr:vet-- apolaO T.41 ! 7 • 4. i•4 • • • r The bine piled 1.., seven bulls, two heifers, 50 pigs, an English setter, two cocker
Two out o (every three person.
y.tig a -o-Lion ..t ho. is (1.-ad
spaniels, two fox terriers and 16 white Leghorn chickensPI10%/. Ind
collectors kept hound •
'
who answered a poll taken by the
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start
'new,
Motor Trneup. Starters
"without an education." Mey- nose to the grindstone.
don: .at.le Ti., drive at ail In:did four sons in a different south' uates
Generators ( arburetors.
f accidents int,ol,...ne • For seveial months he work -•t1 -kali -Florida family The families I reek was named to head a commit' The company asked more tha
Magnetos and Ribuilt
drAeis reveal that the at 145 a week for a Lake Worth. plan to adopt the Harvey children tee to investigate the affair. antd to 3.100 policy holder families the folrepoit back to the board's next reg lowing question:
Motors
r
ir 7hi(laid Fla sit •ton ad then m?rved to the as soon
pos.ible.
ular meeting, which will be held in
• has di,71, -ci.ough,..to h:.,.•(• it !.1.;:nu job a
"If you knew right now that you
month dgo
'Harvey - laid his wife suffered September.
: ,.• say, he coulde't
Wh
from rheumatic fever at age 11
were would be financially able to retire
members
board
new
All
.•
e
at the nnly thing to and was bedridden with arthritls
you reach the age of 55 or
present. In addition to Meyzeek, whenhow
do was give hi. C'hildren away
would you expect to
60,
from 14 to 17 Recently she underPciklesimer,
Virgil
las ad he found homes+ went A serioue operation after the they were Rumsey Taylor. spend your retirement years'
:
Wiiitesburg:
Loath to Q•le
birth . of ,their youngest child last
Princeton; John Hunnicutt. Covcent said they
P1.1y, even O.
filfohol Slows geptember.
ington; Dr..charles Stacy, Pineville; Thirty-two per
phys:c61 reactions to the ex- The c'hildren are Billie Palticla. Mrs. j. Kidwell Grannis. FlemingsWilliam, 71 Edith, 6 Virginia. 5. bilis. and Charles J. Hayden.
'tent of. niaking a driver unAafe.
TRUCK BODY
I For exemple a recent _study re- Diana.' 4; Charles. 3: and TWoinas, Springfield.
vealed: f.rd:e.that nearly half of rine menths,
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to
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Electric, Acetylene
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- Master-Mix Feeds
action, and.such appointments will
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Grinding and Mixing
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so rapidly that the driver with an
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meeting
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See
or more In his blood was 55 times
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Highway Accidents Resulting From
Intoxication Are On The Increase
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Stop at RONNIE'S CAFE
Sandwiches of
For your Barbecue Sandwiches and
all kinds, and Soft Drinks
Dal:. Ky.
1.1•N
Ronald Crouch, Owner
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COOL OFF
LET US BREEZE CONDITION YOUR
HOME THIS SUMMER
With An Ultra-Quiet
COOLAIR FAN _

Sr.

Few at Age 55
Found Willing
To Quit Work

Arm FAN

Call today for a free estimate

West Ky. Elect. Co-

McCU1STON'S
"Auto Electric

TOMORROW
and Friday

WINDOW FAN

100 North 4th St.

PHONE 1087

N

witifioces„,*

(579 Crofibq
SaYS

CLEMENTS SAYS
I41,EW SCHOOL BOARD
NOT RUBBVISTAMP

KEN MURRAY'S

_

t•

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
(.7 Times but nearly
everyody reads it.

MORGAN & CO.

Dill Electric Co.

• -it the greatzsil

ENDING TONIC'IT

_BEFORE YOU GO ON V.A6kliON
OR TO THE LAKE. . .
drive your car into our garage and let our expert
mechanics go over it thoroughly; for you don't want
to have to waste a minute of your time with troublesome motor trouble.
LET US PUT YOUR CAR IN TOP FORM FOR

OF THE RAM"

4')

HAYS & FIELDER
116t1i and Main

RECEIPT BOOKS

'

4 to Page -- In Duplicate
GOdb FOR ANY US-LT:WHIR! A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

PLEASURABLE DRIVING

Nash Sales and Service

GRAIN BAGS

PARKER MOTORS

ROSS FEED COMPANY

1Mttrra3

Oldest Garage

, Murray

Phone 373
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